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Increasing Onsite Engagement with Sailthru
We‘ve said it before and we’ll say it again: to maximize customer value, you must ensure that no
two users experience your brand in the same way. As a marketer, you should be crafting unique user
experiences throughout the customer journey, regardless of the channel (onsite, email, mobile and even
offline/in stores). Personalization is the “silver bullet” to effective customer retention and has proven to
boost lifetime revenue per user.
Sailthru has many product features designed to make 1:1
personalization both achievable and scalable. Here we’ll
take you through a few best practices for how clients have
specifically improved engagement across the onsite channel.
Onsite personalization tactics have proven extremely
worthwhile to clients across all verticals:
• Business Insider: 2x improvement in clickthrough rates for
recommended content
• American Lawyer Media (ALM): 58% improvement in visits
through improved customer experiences
• Amaro (Brazilian retailer): 21.1% lift in purchase/visit
conversion, 2.3% lift in AOV after implementing Sailthrupowered onsite recommendations

Scout
Scout is the onsite recommendation tool that displays
personalized content on either all or part of a page. Similar
to how emails are personalized, Scout looks at a user’s
interest profile (if one exists) to display a filtered list of
spidered content that is most likely to appeal to that unique
user. When a user’s interest data is not available (i.e. an
anonymous browser), the users most recent browsing
history is used to dynamically generate recommendations.
In general, recommended content is weighted by browsing
history, email click history and general popularity of site
content.

• Celebuzz: 3x improvement in PVs/visit

Personalized Browsing Experiences
As soon as you’ve implemented Horizon, Sailthru will
start building a unique interest graph on each individual
user. Armed with that intelligence, you can automatically
populate dynamic content onsite (just as you can in email)
to ensure that the each user sees the content or products
most likely to resonate with her unique interest profile (vs.
her as part of a broader segment).
Because we know that most clients have some tried and
true editorial or merchandising tactics, we ensure you
always maintain full control over how much of the site
experience is personalized; you can elect to just have a
“recommended for you” module below an article or product
or alternatively, you can have Sailthru power entire pages.

Example: Alex & Ani (cross-sell recommendation module)

Contact us for support:

www.sailthru.com sales@sailthru.com 877.812.8689
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Example: Business Insider (show full “Your News” page)

Concierge
Concierge is Sailthru’s second onsite recommendation tool, powering a small “slider” that appears in the user’s browser
window as the user scrolls down the page. The slider unit is most often used to suggest another product or story. Clients have
full control over the look and feel of the slider as well as when and where onsite it appears - i.e. after x number of pageviews,
on certain pages vs. others to preclude the risk of purchase cannibalization, etc.

Example- Business Insider’s Concierge Slider

Contact us for support:

www.sailthru.com sales@sailthru.com 877.812.8689

